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STPI showcases 21 innovative
print works by established artists
at the Triennial of Contemporary
Prints 2018
17 June – 1 4 Octob er 20 1 8

All Together. In Your Way. Out of Hands., 2016, Carsten Höller, Tobias Rehberger, Anri Sala & Rirkrit Tiravanija, Dust, screen print, flocking,
metal foil on white handcut Stonehenge paper, 102.5 x 307.5 x 7, Produced at STPI – Creative Workshop & Gallery, Singapore © The Artists/STPI

Selected by Triennale Director Nathalie Herschdorfer, the
presentation comprises a unique spectrum of works on print
and paper by Alfredo & Isabel Aquilizan, Carsten Höller, Kim
Beom, Dinh Q. Lê, Tobias Rehberger, Anri Sala, Tabaimo, Rirkrit
Tiravanija, Suzann Victor, and Haegue Yang. They will be
exhibited in Museé des Beaux Arts, Le Locle.

These challenging and conceptually rigorous works were produced with STPI’s
professional team of print and paper makers. From adopting creative processes such
as the Exquisite Corpse, to incorporating cinnamon powder in paper, screen printing
with dust, and even reversing the role of paper as the medium rather than the
receiving surface, the suite of diverse oeuvres demonstrate the creative possibilities
of the historically significant and traditional medium of paper for contemporary
artistic expression and innovation.
STPI is an internationally renowned space in Singapore with a Creative Workshop
focusing on innovative print and paper techniques. It collaborates with leading
artists from around the world on unique projects, where artists can experiment and
push the boundaries of artistic creation with alternative methods and materials. The
combination of critically acclaimed artist collaborations, a gallery, and exceptional
workshop expertise make STPI one of the most cutting-edge destinations of
contemporary art in Asia.

For further information, please contact:
Wei Lin Ng, STPI Press & Media Relations Executive
E weilinng@stpi.com.sg
T +65 6336 3663
M +65 97333267

About the Artists
Alfredo & Isabel Aquilizans’ collaborative activities evolved within the
spheres of family and community, including personal relationships and
those they share with other artists. Their work consistently seeks to pin
down the meaning of ‘home’ and ‘identity’ – both elusive notions prone
to reinterpretation and personal subjectivity – albeit through ephemeral
constructions that tend to leave no trace beyond the enduring memories
of its experience. The artists have participated in a number of international
biennales and exhibitions including the Sharjah Biennale, UAE (2013), Asia
Pacific Triennale, Australia (2009), Singapore Biennale (2008), Adelaide
Biennale, Australia (2008), Biennale of Sydney (2006), the Third EchigoTsumari Triennale, Japan (2006), Gwangju Biennale, Korea (2004), La
Biennale de Venezia, Italy (2003) and many others.

Carsten Höller uses his past training as a scientist in his work as an
artist, concentrating particularly on the nature of human relationships.
Often creating situations that alter our interaction with the world, Höller
explores human relations and perceptions through participatory works
that prompt us to reimagine the way we move through the world. Born
in Brussels in 1961, he now lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden and
Biriwa, Ghana. Notable installations and exhibitions include “Doubt” at
Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan (2016); “Decision” at Hayward Gallery, London
(2015); “LEBEN” at TBA21-Augarten, Vienna (2014); “Experience” at the
New Museum, New York (2011); a presentation of the Revolving Hotel Room
at the Guggenheim, New York (2010); a series of giant slides Test Site at
Tate Modern (2006); an installation of full-size funfair rides Amusement
Park at MASS MoCA (2006); as well as presentations at the Berlin Biennale,
Venice Biennale and Gwangju Biennale.

Kim Beom is a South Korean multi-disciplinary artist whose visual
language is characterised by deadpan humour and absurdist propositions
that playfully and subversively invert expectations. Through an expansive
practice that spans drawing, sculpture, video, and artist books, Kim
contemplates a world in which perception is radically questioned. His works
have been shown in institutions including the Contemporary Art Gallery,
Vancouver; Hayward Gallery, London; REDCAT Gallery, Los Angeles; the
Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland; Artsonje Centre, Seoul; Museo Tamayo
Arte Contemporaneo, Mexico City; the Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
Los Angeles; and the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston, Houston. Biennials
include Gwangju Biennale (1997 and 2012), Taipei Biennial (1998), Istanbul
Biennial (2003), Venice Biennale (2005), Media City Seoul (2010), and
Sharjah Biennial (2015)

Tobias Rehberger gained recognition with his Golden Lion Award for best
artist in the 53rd Venice Biennale and is considered one of the most important
contemporary German artists today. Drawing his subjects from quotidian
objects, Rehberger creates situations and environments that disrupt
our initial perception of objects and their functions, reconstructing our
perspective, outlook and relationship with the subjects. He also challenges
the fine line between art, architecture and design, working with geometry,
colours and abstract forms, developing a distinctive style with works that
reflect an interest in man’s relationship to mass culture. Major exhibitions
include the Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt (2014); Artelier Contemproary, Graz
(2012); Museum Dhondt-Dhaenens, Deurle (2011); Tobias Rehberger, MAXXI
– Museo nazionale delle arti del XXI secolo (2010); Kunsthalle Mannheim
(2009); Kunstraum Innsbruck (2008); Stedilijk Museum, Amsterdam (2008);
Fondazione Prada, Milan (2007); Tate Liverpool (2006); Museo Nacional
Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid (2005); Whitechapel Gallery, London
(2004); and Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2003), as well as The Gwangju Biennale,
Venice Biennale, Manifesta, Berlin Biennale and the Yokohama Triennale.

Anri Sala rose to international acclaim for accomplished videos and films,
informed by his personal experience to reflect on the social and political
changes taking place in native Albania. His remarkable works composed of
documentary, narrative and autobiographical approaches highlight cultural
transitions, history and collective memory—enhancing these recurrent
themes through the use of sound and image. Sala has exhibited widely at
institutions including Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris; New Museum
of Contemporary Art, New York; P.S.1 Center for Contemporary Art, New York;
Tate Modern, London; the Art Institute of Chicago and Tel Aviv Museum of
Art; and has participated in the Venice Biennale, Bienal de São Paulo and
Manifesta, among others. Numerous awards include Best Documentary Film
awards at the Williamsburg Brooklyn Film Festival (2000) and the Prix
Gilles Dusein (2000). He has also won The Vincent Prize (2014) and the 10th
Benesse Prize. Sala had a major exhibition in New Museum in February 2016,
which marked the most comprehensive survey of his work in the US.

Tabaimo gained widespread acclaim for her immersive hand-drawn video
installations that explore undercurrents of the orderly, mundane veneer of
contemporary Japanese society. Characterised by an unusual mix of surreal
beauty, her drawing style recalls the spirited lines of Hokusai and Hieronymus
Bosch. Tabaimo has participated in various international group shows
including the Yokohama Triennale (2001), the Sao Paolo Biennale (2002),
the 15th Biennale of Sydney, Australia (2006); the 52nd International Art
Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia (2007), and representing Japan at the 54th
International Art Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia (2011). Her works are part
of important collections such as the National Museum of Art, Osaka; Hara
Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo; the Israel Museum, Jerusalem; MUSAC,
Spain; Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain, Paris; Moderna Museet,
Stockholm; Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, Asia Society Museum,
New York, and the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Rirkrit Tiravanija was born in Bueno Aires; raised in Thailand, Ethiopia
and Canada; and educated in Chicago and New York. His life is a constant
negotiation of cultures and languages from which he draws inspiration for his
practice. His most iconic work Untitled (Free) (1992) transforms museums and
galleries worldwide into kitchens and a place of communion where he serves
rice and Thai curry to visitors. A recipient of the Hugo Boss Art Prize, his works
are part of notable public collections such as The Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum; The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA); Museum of Contemporary Art,
Los Angeles; Migros Museum, Zurich; Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin; and TATE,
London. He has exhibited widely at renowned institutions such as the Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam; Kunsthalle Bielefeld; Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de
Paris; Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam; Chiang Mai University Art
Museum; Astrup Fearnley Museum of Modern Art, Oslo; Los Angeles County
Museum of Art; Philadelphia Museum of Art; and at biennales such as the São
Paulo Biennal (2006); the Liverpool Biennial (2002 and 2004); the Whitney
Biennial (1995 and 2005); and the Venice Biennale (1993 and 1999).

Suzann Victor’s conceptual prowess and ability to articulate complex ideas
in technically challenging forms has made her one of Singapore’s most
pronounced artists to date. Her profound creations with STPI reverse the
role of paper as she used paper pulp as a medium with which she painted
on individually assembled polycarbonate sheets. Victor was Singapore’s
first female representative at the 49th Venice Biennale and her installations
have since graced international platforms such as the 6th Havana Biennale,
2nd Asia-Pacific Triennial at Queensland Art Gallery, the Adelaide Biennale
(2008), and the 5th Seoul International Media Art Biennale, Korea. She was
also a recipient of the 2009 Civitella Ranieri Foundation Fellowship.

Bâloise Art Prize winner Haegue Yang uses spices as a refreshing material
to address the geopolitical themes of globalization and civilization’s
transformation. Experimenting with various dried spices and Chinese
medicinal herbs, this usage of modest domestic materials to create ephemeral
works is a process that is characteristic of the artist’s practice, where she
highlights the complex political economy behind this mundane trade. The
artist was recently awarded the Wolfgang Hahn Prize. Yang has exhibited at
institutions such as the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, Beijing; Leeum,
Samsung Museum of Art, Seoul; Museum of Contemporary Art, Strasbourg;
Bergen Kunsthall, Bergen; the Hamburg Kunsthalle; the Greene Naftali Gallery,
New York; Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria; Walker Art Center, Minneapolis;
Modern Art Oxford; Aspen Art Museum; Tate Modern, London; the Museum
of Contemporary Art Cleveland; and New Museum, New York.The artist was
awarded the prestigious Wolfgang Hahn Prize in 2018.

About STPI
STPI is a dynamic creative workshop and contemporary art gallery based in Singapore. Established in 2002, STPI
is committed to promoting artistic experimentation in the mediums of print and paper and has become one of the
most cutting-edge destinations for contemporary art in Asia. STPI sits alongside National Gallery Singapore and
the Singapore Art Museum as part of the national Visual Arts Cluster of leading institutions in the region.
STPI Creative Workshop is a rigorous laboratory for pushing the boundaries of various print and papermaking
techniques. Bolstered by specialised facilities and a highly qualified workshop team, STPI Creative Workshop
produces unique collaborations with leading international artists to challenge conventions in art, explore new
trajectories in their practice and share their experience with the public.
STPI Gallery is an active platform that fosters the exchange of ideas in contemporary art with its diverse exhibitions
and public programme. The gallery hosts specially curated exhibitions of works produced in the STPI Creative
Workshop and regularly participates in international fairs. This enables it to nurture and sustain local and international
interest in both its residency artists and in the mediums of print and paper. The gallery’s public programme aims to
engage and broaden visitor understanding of contemporary art, while collaborations with a variety of international
curators, collectors and gallerists provide a holistic experience for audiences on a global level.

Current a nd Upcoming Exhibitions
STPI Annual Special Exhibition:
Handmade Readymades: Jasper Johns,
Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg &
James Rosenquist
9 June – 8 September 2018
Aaron Curry
26 September – 10 November 2018
STPI Year End Show: Multiple Choice
17 November 2018 – 8 January 2019
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Kim Beom Centaur #1, 2016, Cyanotype on Saunders 638g paper, 40 x 127 x 3.5 cm

Kim Beom Centaur #2 (detail), 2016, Vandyke print on Saunders 638g paper, 23 x 77 x 3.5 cm

Tabaimo show through I (detail), 2009, Lithography, layered Gampi paper,
acrylic, nylon thread and teak wood frame, 117 x 92 x 3 cm

Suzann Victor Cloud Nine, 2017, Assembled polycarbonate sheets,
coloured paper pulp, 106 x 72 x 10 cm

Alfredo & Isabel Aquilizan Dwelling after In-Habit Project Another XXXI, 2016, Collagraph printed from
compressed cardboard on 638g Saunders paper with copper plate, 84.5 x 94 x 1.5 cm

Dinh Q. Lê Splendor & Darkness (STPI) #13, 2017, Foiling and screen print
on Stonehenge paper; cut, weaved and burnt, 126.8 x 126.8 x 5.5 cm

Haegue Yang Cinnamon Sheets Composition in Four Gradations - Tangential Divisions, 2017,
STPI handmade mulberry paper, Cinnamon spices, 89 x 89 x 4 cm

Produced in STPI – Creative Workshop & Gallery © STPI/The Artist, unless otherwise stated

